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Abstract
Usually, text-dependent speaker verification can achieve bet-

ter performance than text-independent system because of

the constraint that the enrollment and testing utterance share

the same phonetic content. However, the enrollment data

for text-dependent system usually is very limited. Expecta-

tion Maximization(EM) training of HMM will suffer from

noisy estimation because of limited enrollment. Adapta-

tion is a popular solution in this scenario. The target model

is formed by adapting the generic model based on limited

speaker specific training data. Although the adaptation scheme

can tolerate much less training data than direct EM method,

the traditional method does not account the topology of HMM

might be different for different speaker. The topology in-

formation further distinguish the target speaker from im-

postors. In this paper, we propose a unsupervised learning

method to learn the topology of HMM for each speaker. The

experimental results indicate that with learning the topol-

ogy, the framework is more effective than traditional adap-

tation methods. In the pure acoustic matching experiments,

the proposed method is the best system under extremely

small amount enrollment data(1 training utterance) and mod-

erate training data. That mainly due to explicitly including

the label information in background modeling and discrimi-

nant capability of unsupervised learning of HMM topology.

Index Terms: speaker verification, HMM topology, unsu-

pervised learning.

1. Introduction
Text-dependent(TD) verification systems usually has bet-

ter performance than Text-independent(TI) verification sys-

tem. With the constraint that the same phonetic content has

been present in enrollment and test utterances, the TD ver-

ification can match the acoustic features of the same pho-

netic units, which leads to a significant boost in performance

compared to text-independent system. The most popular

methods for text-dependent speaker verification can be clas-

sified into two categories: Dynamic time warping(DTW)
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d methods and Hidden Markov Model(HMM) based

hods [1][2][3][4]. In DTW-based systems, the train-

utterances are stored as templates. The similarity mea-

of the testing utterances is the global matching distance

een testing utterances and templates via dynamic pro-

ming. Generally speaking, DTW-based system is effi-

t only when the training utterances is few. HMM-based

em represent the speaker characteristics by a HMM model

ch usually contains several states(3∼10 states). Since

HMM has fewer states than the frames of each utter-

es, HMM-based system is faster than DTW-based sys-

in term of evaluation speed. Moreover, it can easily

rporate multiple enrollment data via EM algorithm. In

e of many advantages, HMM-based system require suf-

nt enrollment data for good estimation of model param-

s. Insufficient enrollment data will degrade the estima-

of model parameters via EM algorithm. As well known

peech recognition literature, MAP adaptation can im-

e the model quality when training data is insufficient to

orm EM algorithm. In traditional HMM-based system,

configuration of HMM is set to be the same among all

kers. However, the topology of the HMM should be

erent among different speakers which actually encoding

e discriminative information for speaker verification. In

paper, two unsupervised methods are proposed to learn

HMM topology for different speaker. Then, MAP adap-

n is applied to refine the model parameters.

The paper is organized as following. Experiments and

lts are shown in section 4. Conclusions are in section 5.

2. Baseline System

his paper, we investigate three baseline systems: DTW,

M with direct EM, and HMM with MAP adaptation.

target model of first two method is trained individually.

ever, the third method require the background model-

before generate the target model.
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2.1. Background Modeling

In MAP adaptation of speech recognition system, the back-

ground model is a set of HMMs trained via EM from the

speech of large amount of speakers. It is also considered as

a speaker-independent model or world model. Each HMM

describes an average pattern of each unit(phoneme, word,

etc.). MAP adaptation is performed on the background model

to generate speaker-dependent patterns which is considered

as speaker model. In HMM-based background model, the

same HMM topology, usually left-to-right topology, is shared

among all speakers which is not optimal to discriminate the

different speaker. The HMM topology of different speaker

should be different to encode the unique speaker character-

istics.

GMM-based background model is a dominant background

modeling method in text-independent speaker verification

literature. The GMM-based background model is also called

Universal Background Model(UBM), which describes the

overall acoustic feature space. Generally speaking, UBM

is simpler than HMM-based background model, however

UBM ignores the temporal information and the label in-

formation by pooling the training frames together. In this

sense, the HMM-base background model has better descrip-

tion power than UBM model. However, the UBM do pro-

vide a good Gaussian pool for our unsupervised learning

scheme.

In order to utilize the label information in GMM-based

background model, local-UBMs are trained for every dig-

its. The assembly of these local-UBMs is a local-UBM

background model. Compared to single UBM modeling,

the assembly of local UBMs has better Gaussian candidates

because of the dividing the training frames according to the

label files. Yet, it is much simpler than traditional HMM

background modeling.

2.2. HMM-based Adaptation

In this paper, the experiments are conducted on a corpus

contains connected digits, we model each digit with a HMM.

The MAP adaptation for HMM is given by [5]. However, by

primary experiments, the mean-only adjustment gives the

best performance. The following experiments only show

the results of mean-only adjustment MAP. The formula for

mean-only adjustment is listed as following.

μ̂i =
τ

τ + γi
μi +

γi

τ + γi
μ̄i (1)

where γi is the occupation soft-count at state i. μi is the

mean of background model at state i. μ̄i is the mean of the

training data.

μ̄i =
∑T

t=1 γi(t)xt
∑T

t=1 γi(t)
(2)
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s, if the occupation soft-count is small, the MAP esti-

ion is close to the value of background model. In the

owing experiments, the factor τ = 1.

Unsupervised Learning of HMM Topology
assumption is that different speaker should have differ-

HMM topology to further encoding the unique speaker

racteristics. To implement the unsupervised learning method,

basic idea is to learning the structure over a pool of

ranies. As mentioned before, the UBM model and local-

Ms provide a pool of Gaussians which cover the human

ch acoustic feature space. To learn the structure of a

M, firstly we use the training frames to prune the un-

essary Gaussians and learn the transition probability be-

en the surviving Gaussians. In this case, the background

el is used to specify the structure and the initial param-

s of the HMM.

More specifically, an Index Transformation is performed

itialize the HMM. Given the UBM model and training

rance, the index transformation is to find the best Gaus-

index sequence for the training utterance. The proce-

is illustrated as following equations.

[i1, i2, ..., iT ] = F ([x1, x2, ..., xT ]|λ) (3)

it = arg max
1≤m≤M

wmN(xt;μm,Σm) (4)

ere F (·) is the index transformation, xt is the acoustic

ure vector at frame t, wm and N(:, μm,Σm) are the pa-

eters of a Gaussian in the UBM model. it is the best

x at frame t. After index transformation, the training

rance XT
1 is converted into a integer sequence IT

1 . The

logy of HMM can be derived by analyzing this integer

ence via following equations.

P (k) =
∑T

t=1 f(it = k)
T

(5)

P (m|k) =
∑T−1

t=1 f(it+1 = m|it = k)
∑T

t=1 f(it = k)
(6)

re f(it = k) is a indicator function. It equal to 1 if

qual to k and 0 if it is not equal. By estimating these

ability, the structure of HMM model is so defined.

For local UBM background, these index sequence en-

es the speaker information. Different speaker may have

erent index sequence for the same digit. For global UBM

kground, these index sequence encodes the speaker and

t information simultaneously.

Considering each Gaussian in the UBM model as a state,

UBM model can be treated as a HMM except the tran-

n probability and the initial probability is not defined.

Gaussian index sequence is used to count the initial

ability P (k) and transition probability P (m|k). These

abilities define the topology of the HMM. Furthermore,



those states which has no observations are eliminated after

processing the index sequence. In GMM-based adaptation,

the survived states also encode the speaker characteristics.

Different speakers has different survive states set. In spite

of sharing the same HMM among all speakers in HMM-

based MAP adaptation, the initial HMMs are different in

GMM-based MAP adaptation which enhance the discrimi-

nant capability of the HMMs.

Each state of HMM is a single Gaussian which is simi-

lar with the stochastic trajectory model in [6]. After defin-

ing the HMM topology, the MAP adaptation is performed to

generate the speaker model. In our experiments, we found

that the mean-only adaptation give the best performance.

We investigate two learning method: global UBM based

method and local UBM based method. The only differ-

ence between these two methods is that the Gaussian pool is

share for all digits in global UBM while the different Gaus-

sian pool is available in local UBM method. Since the local

UBM dividing the Gaussian pools according to the label in-

formation, so it is expected to outperform the global UBM

based method.

4. experiments and results
To evaluate the proposed methods, the comparison exper-

iments are conducted on a Internal corpus which contain

36 speakers(18 males and 18 females). There are around

2 minutes studio recording of isolate digits and continuous

digits(phone number) per speaker. The frontend processing

is done with HTK toolkits[10]. The final acoustic feature is

MFCC and its derivatives ΔMFCC. The overall dimension

is 36.

A set of experiments are designed to evaluate the pro-

posed methods. The impostors are assumed to know the ex-

act digits sequence(PIN) of the target speaker. These exper-

iments are designed to measure the pure acoustic matching

performance for text-dependent speaker verification. The

experiments conditions include different numbers of train-

ing utterances and different numbers of digits in the utter-

ances.

Table 1 shows the results of different methods when

there is one training utterance. The results indicate that

local-UBM method is the best performer overall. The HMM-

based adaptation achieves the same level of performance as

DTW system. HMM-EM system is the worst performer

which is as expected because of limited enrollment data.

The global UBM method is inferior than HMM-based sys-

tem because the HMM-based background model has bet-

ter description about the prior knowledge. As mentioned

in section 2.1, the HMM-based background model incorpo-

rates the label knowledge of each training utterances. The

global UBM method ignores the label information, hence,

the global UBM model is not as precise as the HMM-based

model.
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Table 2 shows the results of different method when there

o training utterances. The results indicate that DTW is

able to catch up with all HMM-base systems. HMM-

is still worse than the adapted HMM system. Still local

M based method is the best performer in this experiment.

Table 3 shows the results of different method when there

ve training utterances. Except for utterances contain one

ts, the HMM-EM system has the similar performance

MM-adaptation system which indicate that five train-

utterances is sufficient to achieve good estimation of

el parameters via EM algorithm. The global UBM sys-

outperform than HMM-adaptation system when the ut-

nces contains more than one digit which suggests that

discriminant topology of HMM in global UBM system

omes a dominant factor since the training data is suf-

nt. By combining the advantage of global UBM sys-

and HMM-adaptation system, the local UBM system

ieve the best performance in these experiments.

5. Conclusion and Future direction

ough text-dependent speaker verification can achieve

er performance than text-independent system, the en-

ment data for text-dependent system usually is very lim-

. The traditional Hidden Markov Model(HMM) with

ectation Maximization(EM) training suffers from noisy

mation because of limited observations. MAP adapta-

can partly solve this problem by introducing a back-

nd model. However, the HMM topology of different

ker have to the same in traditional adaptation frame-

k. In this paper, two unsupervised learning methods are

osed to learn the HMM topology for further enhancing

descriminative capacity of HMM modeling. The exper-

ntal results indicate that these two methods are effective

hod to tolerate insufficient observations by incorporat-

the background modeling and HMM topology learning.

local UBM method overall is the best system under dif-

nt training conditions. Given moderate training data, the

al UBM method is able to outperform the HMM-based

ptation. The local UBM method is better than global

M method because of explicitly including the label in-

ation in background modeling and discriminant capa-

y in HMM initialization. In the future, we are planning

un the experiments on large scale database(200∼300

kers) to verify the effectiveness of proposed learning

hod. Incorporating the traditional password security scheme

mprove the final performance will be another direction

e near future.
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Table 1: Performance comparison of different methods on

the first sets of experiments when there is one training ut-

terance, the performance measure is Equal Error Rate(%).

Note: the number of states and number of Gaussians in each

state is tuned to the optimal at each training conditions.

HMM-EM is the HMM baseline system, DTW is the DTW

based system, HMM-Adapt. is the HMM-based back-

ground model and MAP adaptation system, UBM-(local) is

the local-UBM based unsupervised learning method, UBM-

(global) is the global-UBM based unsupervised learning

method. ”One digit” column represents that each utterance

contain one digit. ”Three digits” column represents that

each utterance contain three digits. ”Five digits” column

represents that each utterance contain five digits.

Ntr = 1 One digit Three digits Five digits

HMM-EM 22.91 17.35 15.21

DTW 17.08 10.00 6.88

HMM-Adapt. 16.88 10.58 8.32

UBM-(local) 14.37 9.38 6.67
UBM-(global) 18.40 12.64 9.23

Table 2: Performance comparison of different methods on

the first sets of experiments when there is two training ut-

terances, the performance measure is Equal Error Rate(%).

Ntr = 2 One digit Three digits Five digits

HMM-EM 10.28 5.28 4.02

DTW 13.51 6.67 5.39

HMM-Adapt. 9.34 4.09 3.70

UBM-(local) 9.38 3.96 3.13

UBM-(global) 9.79 4.93 3.05

Table 3: Performance comparison of different methods on

the first sets of experiments when there is five training utter-

ances, the performance measure is Equal Error Rate(%).

Ntr = 5 One digit Three digits Five digits

HMM-EM 6.18 1.81 0.83

DTW 8.75 3.96 1.85

HMM-Adapt. 4.74 1.8 0.83

UBM-(local) 4.37 1.18 0.42
UBM-(global) 4.72 1.32 0.63
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